François BOUCQ
Selling Exhibition Jérôme Moucherot & Bouncer
December 6th to January 5th 2013

To mark the publication of Jérôme Moucherot, Le manifeste du
mâle dominant (Le Lombard) and of Bouncer - To Hell (éd. Glénat),
Galerie Champaka sets up a confrontation between the humorous
and realistic universes of François Boucq’s work. The elements drawn
from the whole production of his albums of «Jérôme Moucherot» and
of «Bouncer» will be equally represented, on the left or right walls,
on the two levels of the gallery space. The presentation of original
artworks will be completed by a selection of large-format prints in
pigment inks.
The Author
Born in Lille in 1955, François Boucq studied there at the Fine Art School. Following
his prestigous debuts as an illustrator and press artist for Le Point, Le Matin de
Paris and Playboy, Boucq’s talent was revealed in comics. He collaborated in Pilote,
Fluide Glacial and (A Suivre). His surrealist universe is inspired by his pronounced
taste in childhood for expressive faces. His drawing is dense, powerful, detailed and
deepened by an acute sense of storytelling. A direct heir of Franquin and GiraudMoebius, Boucq opened numerous doors into realistic draughtsmanship. Between
caricature and precision drawing, the « Boucq style » is unique.
Jérôme Moucherot
In the early Eighties, François Boucq created Jérôme Moucherot who quickly became
one of the figureheads of contemporary humour comics.
Bouncer
Bouncer, a mythic character and cursed hero, born of his collaboration with Alejandro
Jodorowsky, offers us an extraordinary western story, in a merciless Wild West.
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